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Entropic corrections to Newton’s law
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In this short letter we calculate separately the generalized uncertainty principle (GUP) and self
gravitational corrections to the Newton’s gravitational formula. We show that for a complete de-
scription of the GUP and self-gravity effects, both temperature and the entropy must be modified.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Planck scale corrections to the new scenario for gravity, proposed by the Verlinde[1] must contains two group
of the modifications. First the modification in the amount of the entropy which disturbed when the test particle
approach the holographic screen. This excess correction arisen since the full quantum description of the test particle
in the Planck scale described by the generalized uncertainty principle (GUP) and not the usual uncertainty Principle.
This work was done by Gosh [2] and Vancea [3] and other authors [4]. Attend that in this treatment the usual
Bekenstein-Hawking famous formula for the entropy [5] preserved. But as it was shown in [6–8] in the limit of the
GUP both the temperature and entropy need serious modifications. This kind of the modifications in literature called
the quantum corrections. Some authors inserted the new functions for the entropy versus area but no change has
been done on the form of the temperature. The kind of models which used from the various kinds of the entropy
functions belongs to this category. One of this kind of modifications in the entropy comes directly from the Loop
Quantum Gravity (LQG)[9] which this form of the modified entropy functions orthodox carries some log terms and
also an inverse term of the area. In this approach the only change which one must perform is the replacing the simple
term δSδA the new term
∂S
∂A
δS
δA . This work was done by some authors [10],[4]. Especially the last authors show that
these modification of the simple Verlinde idea adjust completely with MOND [11]. Albeit there are other alternatives
for solving the dark matter problem for example the Cosmological special relativity belong to the Carmeli[12], beyond
the contemporary cosmology. Anyway in both this approaches one important notion missed: the modification of the
temperature(Hawking or Unruh)in Planck scale. As was shown by [6–8], applying the GUP modifies the standard
expression for the Hawking temperature.
Another corrections to the entropy function whatever the usual black hole(BH) entropy or the entropy is the back
reaction effect or the self-gravitational corrections [13]. We know that near the horizon of any BH the spectrum of
particles created which likes the usual Planck black body spectrum. This kind of radiation changes the background
slightly in large scale but very significant near the horizon. As was shown [14, 15] small statistical fluctuations around
equilibrium,changes the entropy by some logarithmic terms. In this letter we present the full GUP inspired corrections
to the Newtonian gravity and also the self gravitational corrections or thermal radiation corrections separately.
II. GUP CORRECTIONS TO THE HAWKING TEMPERATURE AND BLACK HOLE ENTROPY
As was shown in [6–8] if one applies GUP when the phase space which describes the motion of the particle be of
order the Planck length and the mass of it in order of the Planck mass, the corrected formula for Hawking temperature
for a d-dimensional Schwarzschild black hole is in the form:
T ′ = T (1 + α2γT 2 +O(α4)) (1)
attending that one we write in (1) is slightly different from which is in the original work. Whatever is done is the
eliminating the mass in Planck units m = MMp between the temperature and the parameter λp in the original work.
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2The not obvious form of the constant for a d-dimensional Schwarzschild metric was given by γ = ( 2pi(d−3)Mpc2 )
2. Here
T is the usual Hawking temperature in the absence of the GUP. The parameter α is a dimensionless constant of order
one that controls the potency of the GUP’s confine. Too we assume that this coupling term is very small and we can
carry out the Taylor expansion up to 2’nd order w.r.t α. The generalized uncertainty principle corrected black hole
entropy is
S´ = S + α2γ′S
d−4
d−2 +O(α4) (2)
Where for a d-dimensional schwarzschild BH the parameterγ′ = constant. For d = 4 the GUP correction term up
to order α2 is a constant term. Thus we can ignore from it. The same conclusion is obtained by this fact that in a
schwarzschild spacetime always T ∝ 1√
S
thus from (1) we can show that up to order 2, the correction is a constant
term which can be completely layaway in derivation of the entropic force.
III. THE GENERALIZED ENTROPIC CORRECTIONS TO NEWTON’S LAW
In this section first we discuss only the GUP corrections and then we treat the Self-Gravitational Corrections
separately.
A. GUP corrections
We accept (1) as the correct expression for the Hawking temperature near the validity of GUP. Assume that the
total change of the screen’s entropy is
δS =
∂S
∂A
δA (3)
and as we know that the infinitesimal displacement of the test particle with mass m must be in order of the Compton
wavelength
δx = ηλc =
η~
mc
(4)
we know that the quantized holographic screen or as it was been in the Verlinde scenario, the area of the horizon
of a black hole(spherical )must be wrought from an amount of the information bytes which is related directly to the
degree of the freedom of the horizon
A = QN (5)
Here N is the number of bytes and Q is of order the planck length. The common formula for the Newton’s gravity
,assuming the modified GUP essence formula (1) for temperature, is
F = T ′
δS′
δx
= T ′
∂S′
∂A
δA
δx
(6)
Remembering (4,5)
F = T (1 + α2γT 2 +O(α4))
∂S′
∂A
QδN
ηλc
(7)
In (7) T may be read as the Hawking temperature for horizon or the Unruh temperature[16] for an accelerated test
particle (a test particle near the horizon senses himself in a thermal bath as a Rindler observer). Albeit in general,
these different temperatures measured by different observers are not equal. According to the equipartition law of
energy which is valid even in the GUP regime, and the Einstein equivalency between mass and energy for T we have
T =
2Mc2Q
4pikBR2
(8)
substituting (1,4,5,8) in (7) and by assuming that δN = 1,we have:
F = F0(1 +
α2B
R4
+O(α4)) (9)
3Where the F0 =
Mm
R2
Q2c3
8pikB~η
, and B = γ(2Mc
2Q
4pikB
)2. Remembering l2p =
G~
c3 and by comparing with Newtonian force
F0, we observe that
Q =
√
8pikBηl
2
p (10)
which fixed it’s value. In (9) the first term is the usual newtonian term,the second term is completely new and directly
back to the nature of the GUP modifications of the temperature(horizon)and entropy.
IV. SELF-GRAVITATIONAL CORRECTIONS TO ENTROPIC FORCE
First we overview the form of the the modified temperature due to the self-gravitational effect following the idea of
Keski-Vakkuri, Kraus and Wilczek (KKW) [13]. The KKW analysis means the total energy of the spacetime under
study is kept fixed while the black hole mass is allowed to vary. We therefore expect a black hole of initial mass M to
have a final mass of M + ω where ω is the energy of the emitted particle [17]. Since for a Schwarzschild black hole
1
M
= ζS−1/2
self- gravitational corrections to second order in entropy for a schwarzschild metric to be considered[18]
S′ = S(1 +
2ωζ√
S
+
ω2ζ2
S
+O(ω3)) (11)
where ω is the energy of the tunnelling particle and ζ some proportionality constant.Since we know that in a
Schwarzschild spacetime always
T =
κ√
S
,thus the corrected temperature from the self-gravitational effect is:
T ′ = T (1− ωζ
κ
T +
ω2ζ2
κ2
T 2 +O(ω3)) (12)
Now we are ready to calculate the self gravitational corrections for Newtonian gravity in verlinde approach. Substi-
tuting (11), (12) in (6) and carried the simple algebra we obtain:
F = F0(1 +O(ω
3)), (13)
where F0 =
mM
R2
c6Q2
8pikBG~2η
. Again by comparing with Newtonian force F0, we observe that
Q =
√
8pikBηl
2
p (14)
thus in second order of the ω there is no correction to the Newtonian force.
V. SUMMARY
There has been much recent interest in calculating the quantum corrections to SBH (the Bekenestein-Hawking
entropy) . The leading-order correction is proportional to log(SBH). There are, two distinct and separable sources
for this logarithmic correction. Firstly, there should be a correction to the number of microstates that is a quantum
correction to the microcanonical entropy, secondly, as any black hole will typically exchange heat or matter with
its surrounding, there should also be a correction due to thermal fluctuations in the horizon area. In this short
letter we show that for attaining to a complete generalization of the entropic corrections to the Newton’s gravity, we
must consider temperature and entropy both modified in any of two different regimes GUP and the self-gravitational
corrections. These corrections are given by Eqs.(9), (13) respectively.
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